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Disclaimer
The purpose of this document is to present information about the Plugin Decentralized
Oracle Network Powered by XinFin Blockchain Network. The information set forth above
may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. Its
sole purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable information on whether to undertake a
thorough analysis of the project to be used for various smart contracts.

Whilst every effort is made to ensure that statements of facts made in this document are
accurate, all estimates, projections, forecasts, prospects, expressions of opinion, and other
subjective judgments contained in this paper are based on assumptions considered to be
reasonable as of the date of the document in which they are contained and must not be
construed as a representation that the matters referred to therein will occur. Any plans,
projections, or forecasts mentioned in this paper may not be achieved due to multiple risk
factors. No information in this whitepaper should be considered to be business, legal,
financial, or tax advice. We suggest that you do your own research and consult your own
legal, financial, tax, or other professional advisers about Decentralized Oracle Network
respective businesses and operations.

This whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not
intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any
jurisdiction. No person is bound to enter into any contract or make a binding legal
commitment.

No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the information set out in this
whitepaper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory
requirements, or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution, or dissemination of
this whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements, or rules
have been complied with.
This whitepaper is subject to change as the product progression and development
advances. Changes will be reflected in future updated/revised whitepaper versions.
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Abbreviations
Abbreviation Definition

API Application Programming Interface

AWS Amazon Web Services

CRT Carbon Reduction Token

DApp Decentralized Application

DeFi Decentralized Finance

DFP Data Feed Providers

DLT Distributed Ledger Technology

DON Decentralized Oracle Network

EA External Adaptor

EI External Initiator

EOI Expression of Interest

ETH Ether

GHG GreenHouse Gas

IGC Inclusive Growth Chain

IP Internet Protocol

IT Information Technology

KYO Know Your Operator

KYP Know Your Provider

NPM Node Package Manager

OBD On-Board Diagnostic

OS Operating System

PLI Plugin Utility token

PLIP Plugin Improvement Protocol

pm2 Process Manager 2

RAM Random Access Memory

RPC Remote Procedure Call

SEaaS Sensing-as-a-Service

SLA Service Level Agreement

WFN Weather Forecast Node

XDC XinFin Digital Contract

XRC20
XinFin Request for Comment, 20 is the

proposal identifier number
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1.Introduction
Blockchain technology continues to grow and touch many parts of our lives and it is

important to support the expansion by connecting blockchain’s Distributed Ledger
Technology(DLT) to the existing legacy systems and applications built on a different
technology. Oracles provides a secure form of communication between blockchain and the
external world by providing off-chain data from the external world to the blockchain network’s
on-chain environment. While the oracle network allows external connectivity to blockchain,
centralized oracle network still poses the problem of over-reliance on third parties which
blockchain addresses primarily, termed as Oracle problem.

Decentralized Oracle Network(DON) overcomes the ‘Oracle Problem’ by distributing
trust among multiple parties, similar to how blockchain works. Hybrid smart contracts of
Decentralized Oracle Network provides interoperability, enhanced performance, multi-party
trust model and transparency in the bidirectional communication of blockchain and off-chain
data.

In this whitepaper, we cover the success stories of Plugin since its inception and the
launch of PLUGIN 2.0, an enhanced version of Plugin’s decentralized oracle network built on
XDC blockchain network. While Plugin continues to provide secure, scalable and
decentralized oracle, PLUGIN 2.0’s new architecture is aimed to provide better performance
of oracle, utilization of resources and to help users to participate in our network with
minimum infrastructure.

2.PLUGIN - Decentralized Oracle
Network(DON)
Decentralized Finance (DeFi) applications need reliable price feeds, and other smart

contracts and decentralized applications (DApps) built on blockchain require a variety of
real-world data inputs ranging from current events and sports, to weather, or even random
numbers. A DON aims to offer these with strong confidentiality, integrity, and availability
properties, as well as accountability. Decentralized oracles achieve trustlessness and
deterministic results by distributing trust among many network participants.

2.1 Plugin’s Decentralized Oracle Network Overview

Plugin’s DON serves as a powerful and flexible tool for developers to create off-chain
support for their smart contracts on the XDC network.

Plugin Decentralized Oracle Network comes with:

● Highest Level of Security
● Decentralized Architecture to prevent single point failure
● Censorship resistance
● Developer friendly interface for ease of deployment & operation
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Conceptual representation of Plugin’s Decentralized Oracle Network

Executables: Programs that run continuously and in a decentralized manner on the DON.
They provide high performance and confidential computation but they do not directly store
main-chain assets. Executables run autonomously on a DON and perform deterministic
operations. They work in hand with adapters that link the DON to external resources.

Adapters: Adapters operate bidirectionally to fetch data from sources. They may additionally
leverage joint computation by oracle nodes to achieve additional functionalities, such as
encrypting reports for privacy-preserving consumption by an executable.

Storage: Local storage for the executable to additionally read and write to local DON
storage to keep state and/or communicate with other executables. While critical data is
stored in Blockchain, this storage is used to store the event logs which get archived
periodically from the respective nodes.

2.2 PLUGIN Interfaces
Plugin’s DON has powerful interfaces that enable many use cases using the XDC

blockchain network.

2.2.1 Networking
Plugin adapters are the interfaces that help the executables to do bidirectional

communication on and off-DON systems. Adapters may be bidirectional—i.e., they can not
only pull data, but also can push data from a DON to a web server. They may also leverage
distributed protocols as well as cryptographic functionality such as secure multi-party
computation. Adapters help in interfacing with
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● Blockchain: Adapter, defines how to send transactions to blockchain and how to
read blocks, individual transactions or state from it.

● Web Server: Off-chain data comes from the Web servers and legacy systems.
Adapter’s API interacts with the Web server to fetch the data.

● External Storage: An adapter can define methods to read and write to storage
services outside the DON, such as a cloud storage or other file systems.

2.2.2 Computation
Executables are the prime unit of computation for DON. Plugin initiators initiate the

execution processing depending on some external condition. Once the job is initiated by the
initiators, executables have a deterministic logic to complete the assigned job.

2.2.3 Storage
DONs can store data locally or externally in storage such as File server or Cloud

servers for use in their specifically supported services. Adapters are used to access the data
stored off-chain and  Plugin’s DON can make use of such data in a confidential way,
computing on data that is a trusted execution environment.

2.3 PLUGIN Community
Plugin’s DON has a strong community support to provide seamless data transfer

between blockchain network and web server systems.

Oracle Node Operators: Oracle nodes are the backbone of Plugin Network. Plugin has
node operators spread across the globe with nodes providing consistent data to blockchain.
Plugin encourages and assists node operators to set up their node with cloud service
providers offering 99.9% availability. Plugin has a capped limit to onboard up to 2000 node
operators and all the requests are approved after the review and approval of the Plugin
Governance committee.

Data Feed Providers: DFPs offer a seamless way of integrating the data with decentralized
applications by providing APIs to smart contracts. After review and approval of the data feed
API by Plugin’s governance committee they can start providing data to the blockchain DApps
and monetize the same.

2.4 Plugin partnerships

2.4.1 TeejLab Inc

Plugin collaboration with TeejaLab has made it possible for our node operators and
data feed providers to explore numerous Application Programming Interfaces (API’s) with
reduced exploration costs and simplified establishment of dashboards and tasks. With this
partnership, Plugin also demonstrated its commitment to securing ecosystems with quality
and verifiable data feeds. Plugin’s blockchain and DON expertise with TeejLab’s knowledge
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in latest IT technologies and data-science-driven tech to quantify and mitigate compliance
and security risks promises secure,scalable and cost effective solutions to our customers.

Plugin and TeejLab partnership eases the process to become a data feed provider. Users
can subscribe to TeejLab, find the right index pair they would like to provide, set up a job
feed and start contributing.

2.4.2 Inclusive Growth Chain
Plugin’s partnership with Inclusive Growth Chain helps us to strengthen the

technology partnership and offshore development team set up. Through hackathon
participation, IGC conceptualized the Air pollution tracking which is a good example to
illustrate the power of DON in blockchain use cases. This project sought to collect and
aggregate real-time air pollution data onto a blockchain-based platform and Plugin act as an
oracle service feeding off-chain pollution data onto the blockchain-based platform. This
project has managed to avail actionable pollution intel to numerous users in different
industries. In particular, the real-time weather intel has helped players in real estate, air
purifying equipment, healthcare, and government agencies.

2.4.3 Agri Tech

Today, agriculture plays an important role in creating wealth across the globe.
However, numerous challenges continue to impact the sector, limiting yields and increasing
incidences of loss. A notable challenge affecting today’s agriculture and causing great losses
among smallholder farmers is Climate Change. Plugin and a renowned Agri Tech Company
in India partnered to unlock the synergies in weather intelligence via Plugin’s Weather
Forecast Node (WFN) project. Using data collected and processed through registered and
globally-placed hyperlocal sensors or weather stations, the WFN project has made it
possible for more accurate and reliable agricultural support services. Particularly, the WFN
project has been quite successful in helping farmers plan important processes on their farms
and helping the processing of insurance claims for farming-related activities.

2.4.4 Ambient Global

Plugin collaboration with Ambient global allows individuals or enterprises to take part
in the Plugin WFN project by purchasing Ambient’s smart weather system.

Upon approval and staking of the required amount (1000 PLI & 5000 XDC),
individuals / enterprises are allowed to gather weather-related data for Plugin WFN’s project.
The users, thereafter, claim their reward for providing weather-related data. This partnership
will help to increase the utility of weather forecast data, contribute to mitigating
climate-related effects globally, and nurture the Sensing-as-a-Service (SEaaS) business
model.

2.4.5 FireBlocks

We have increased the utility of Plugin’s Decentralized Oracle Network with
Fireblocks easy to develop new blockchain-based innovations. Given numerous innovations
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built on the Fireblocks platform and the growing need of reliable off-chain data to support
different smart contracts, Plugin is rightly placed to bridge between off-chain and on-chain
data. The partnership will greatly improve the utility of Plugin’s data feeds.

2.5 Plugin’s key design focus areas
Heterogeneous Oracle Network: Plugin is planned to become a heterogenous,
permissionless oracle network that can run multiple oracle networks simultaneously allowing
the nodes to perform tasks independent of other nodes and networks. This will provide
unbound flexibility for developers. Each network can be built for a specific purpose to serve
the exact external data and provide off-chain computation for any smart contract
applications.

Abstracting the complexity: Plugin Oracles abstracts the complexity from end users and
developers. Plugin Feeds Marketplace provides new ways of bridging oracle into user’s
smart contracts and allows users to focus more on their use case and avoid spending time
on oracle integration, understanding the backbone of oracle and spending time on API
genuinity, FIAT & Crypto etc.

Scalability : Network congestion is becoming a recurring problem in existing permissionless
blockchains making it difficult for DApps to achieve the desired low latency. It is important for
Oracle services to achieve low latencies and higher throughputs to meet the performance
demands. Plugin is focussed on enhancing the scalability and minimizing on-chain fees
(e.g., gas costs) for contract operators and ordinary users.

Order-fairness for transactions: Transaction sequencing is a paramount task for the
blockchain network since miners and validators can control the transaction sequence. Plugin
Decentralized Oracle Network, applies a fair sequencing process which eliminates the
transaction order disarray and continues to optimize the transaction processing.

3.PLUGIN 2.0: Plugin Improvement
Protocol(PLIP)
Plugin is initially conceptualized as a fork of Chainlink open-source technology and

developed by a large community of developers, researchers, and users who share the
common goal of building an effective decentralized oracle network for the benefit of the XDC
Network ecosystem. Expanding the Oracle network and increasing the strength of the
ecosystem, we have come up with a new Plugin Improvement Protocol(PLIP) developed to
increase the performance and stability of the oracle network.

Node operators are the strength to any decentralized oracle network and more node
operators and data feeds contribute to better aggregation processes and accurate results. To
expand the Plugin’s community of node operators and onboard new node operators with
minimum infrastructure, Plugin has come up with a new implementation protocol
categorizing the node operators into three buckets to increase network stability and add new
nodes to the network.
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Plugin Node Network Pool Design

3.1 Validator Node Pool/Processor Node Pool
Validator Nodes set up the oracle jobs and provide data feed for end customers.

Nodes are expected to run 24/7 and provide seamless connection to the master nodes.
Separate node monitor tool, will be executed to identify the oracle health status and see if
the event is emitted as per the schedule. Periodic execution of jobs is necessary to provide
high data integrity & availability to end customers.

3.1.1 Criteria for Onboarding Validator Nodes
1) Node Operators should have strong technical knowledge to handle the issues that

might arise in their nodes.
2) Data Integrity should be very high and the availability of nodes should be 99.9%.
3) Validator node operators should be transparent in providing the data feed.
4) Provide clear documentation & information to the Plugin Governance Committee to

review & approve and list the data feed in “https://feeds.goplugin.co”.
5) Node operators can set up the data feed, after the Governance Committee approves

the request.

Validator node submission is similar to “Node Submission Process”, but users will have to
submit a special “validator request” form to consider the node to be a validator. It is important
to know that approval is subject to open requirements for validator nodes. The Governance
Committee can reject your request, if “Clause(A)” is not fulfilled.

Clause(A) states
● Requirement for Strengthening the Validator Network is available.

(Requirement for validator nodes is currently capped to 100. There should be
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a requirement for Validator nodes and existing validator nodes count is within
the capped limit).

● Validator Node is not in “Off/Idle State” for more than 2 days
● Validator node with no negative remarks from end customers

3.1.2 Infrastructure requirement for Validator Nodes
1) RAM 8GB to 16GB
2) Storage - Minimum 250 GB
3) Ubuntu OS 20.04
4) AWS Cloud / Other Cloud which guarantees high uptime

3.2 Pre-Processor Node Pool
Pre-Processor nodes will act as bridges and provide external adapter service to

Validator nodes. If this node doesn’t return expected results or returns an error, then this
node will be considered idle state or “Not Responsive” and if the node continues to be not
responsive for 2 days, it will be moved to Standby Node pool.

3.2.1 Criteria for Onboarding Pre-Processor Nodes
Standby Nodes can be moved into “Pre-Processor Nodes”, provided if they meet the
following criteria

1) Execute ProcessUpgrade command to move your node from standby/staker to
Pre-Processor Node

2) Check “feeds.goPlugin.co” & choose the adapter(s) you want to set up in your node
3) Expose the port number to only specific IP address(Validator Node Pool)
4) Share the external adapter details via node operator platform for approval.
5) Infrastructure requirements for these nodes are minimal so you can choose optimal

infrastructure.
6) Host on a cloud service provider with a promise of  99.9% uptime

3.2.2 Infrastructure requirement for Pre-Processor Nodes
1) RAM min 4GB
2) Storage - Minimum 100 GB
3) Ubuntu OS 20.04
4) Any cloud

3.3 Staking Node Pool/Standby Node Pool
Standby Nodes are existing staking nodes, and they are like standby warriors with

minimum infrastructure which shall be upgraded to Validator nodes when they build the
recommended infrastructure and show expression of interest and qualify to be a Validator
node or when oracle needs further decentralization and more data feeds.

3.3.1 Criteria for standby nodes to become validator nodes
1) Node should be setup in AWS / or any cloud with an SLA of 99.9% uptime or higher
2) Node should meet the “Validator Node or Pre-Processor Nodes” infra requirement
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3) Oracles should be highly secured
4) External Adapter should be up & running

A request should be raised by the “Standby Node” operator as “Expression of Interest”
(EOI) in the platform. This EOI will be reviewed by the Governance Committee and approved
if the prescribed conditions are met.

3.3.2 Infrastructure requirement for Standby Nodes
1) RAM 2GB to 5GB
2) Storage - Minimum 50 GB
3) Ubuntu OS  20.04
4) Any cloud

3.4 Advantages of Plugin Improvement Protocol
PLIP is implemented to enhance the stability of the oracle network and provide

improved performance to the applications utilizing Plugin’s DON.

Strong Node Backup: With three layer node structure, Validator nodes are always backed
by Pre-processors and standby nodes that are ready to become validator nodes and support
in data feed.

Better RPC Management: With this implementation, we will have a minimum RPC
requirement to manage the load. It will also help in setting up our own full nodes to balance
the network traffic.

Effective Approval Process: Plugin is backed by a strong governance committee to ensure
the nodes are chosen after establishing the prescribed standards in terms of infrastructure
and data integrity. Validator nodes are chosen after proper scrutiny to ensure transparency,
recommended infrastructure and technical knowledge of the validator nodes.

Transparency: Approving a node to be a validator has to go through the KYO/KYP process.
Once the KYP is done, the validator details will be shared to the public to build the trust.

Proper Dissemination of rewards: Plugin is improvising the reward distribution mechanism
with the implementation of PLIP. The node operators are categorized as Validator nodes,
Pre-processor nodes and Standby nodes and with this the responsibilities for each type of
nodes are also clearly defined. Now, the reward dissemination will be based on the
responsibilities and the users are allowed to charge a fee for the service they provide. This
improves the reward dissemination by providing more rewards for the nodes with greater
responsibilities.

3.5 Implementation Plan
Implementation steps to be followed to set up this network pool are

1) Set up “Separate” RPC for Validator Node Pool to allow validator node pool to use a
dedicated RPC. This will provide high connectivity and data availability.
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2) Validator to submit KYO & KYP to become a validator.
a) Know Your Operator: Basic details of the node operator that will only be

open to “Plugin Governance Committee”
b) Know your Provider: Details about feeds and APIs used by validator nodes

that will be shared to Public
3) Onboard Validator Nodes & form a node pool
4) To convert their staking node to “Pre-Processor” Node, node operators are expected

to run “Process Upgrade” script
a) This will stop the existing RPC connection made during node setup
b) Clean-up the pm2 process

5) Revisit and define the Reputation evaluation program
6) Provide an option to show the list of “External Adapter”(EA) submitted by

Pre-Processing Node Operators. Validator Node should be able to view this list and
use it in their oracle nodes.

7) Establish a “Task Pool”, a new feature to monitor and enhance the stability of the
protocol. Sample tasks pools which Pre-processor / Standby Nodes can be part of

a) Option for Preprocessor or Standby Nodes to run any tasks from the pool, to
open their additional revenue stream separately.

b) External Adapter Job Execution for Single & Aggregate Jobs
c) Oracle Health Monitoring Tool
d) Metrics Report Generation
e) API Periodic Evaluation
f) Data Matcher: Perform cross-vetting of data from different API’s & measure

the difference in value.
g) Validator Node Health Status
h) Log Aggregator
i) Alert Mechanism for “Short of Storage” and other high resource utilization

alerts

3.6 Revenue Stream
In addition to the staking rewards received by the operators, here are the additional

revenue streams that one can make revenue by running these activities

ACTIVITY OWNER DESCRIPTION

Run Validator Nodes VALIDATOR Setup Data Feed & Provide Index Pair Services

Run External Adaptor PRE-PROCESSOR Setup External Adapter for complex business
logic and list them for validator to use

Run Task from Task
Pool list

STAKER / STANDBY Select the tasks from the pool & run the same to
generate the metrics

3.7 Reputation
Reputation of a node is critical to strengthening our Plugin Oracle Network, hence it

is the prime responsibility of every node operator to periodically review their node health by
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ensuring high time availability. Plugin Node Reputation will be calculated based on the
following metrics. At present, we are evaluating only the system heart beat to measure the
performance of the nodes. After this architecture implementation, below are the factors that
will influence the reputation.

METRICS DESCRIPTION

Heart Beat System Heartbeat

Oracle Health Check the event emitted

EA Health External Adapter Response

EI Port Health External Initiator response

Index Price Feed
Response

Price Feed Setup by Validators should be providing valid & successful
return code

Log Rotation Archiving the logs periodically

Periodic Maintenance Periodic node maintenance

Internal Contract
Health

Check the event emitted

4. Plugin Data Feeds
Blockchain world needs to connect with the outside network to make more beneficial

use cases. For example, to have DeFi, we need to get the price of Ether (ETH) and other
cryptocurrencies into a contract. Another example where it requires meteorological data to
provide decentralized and trustless insurance. Data Feeds are the quickest way to connect
your smart contracts to the real-world market prices of assets such as gold for example.

Plugin covers a wide range of Data feeds and converts them to a real time use case such as
Weather forecast, Stablecoin pairs and foreign exchanges.

With more than 1700+ active node operators and data feeds coming from different regions of
the world, Plugin uses a standard data feed logic to receive the off-chain data, aggregate
them and send accurate price value for the asset.

How does Plugin data feed work?
1. A DeFi protocol or Smart Contract requests an update (Example- Price of a Crypto)
2. It launches the event from a smart contract.
3. The task is then distributed to a specified number of validators.
4. The Validator node, who vet the data from the reliable data source, provides the

pricing information back to the aggregator smart contract.
5. Aggregator then captures the data from multiple oracles and writes the aggregated

data on-chain.
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4.1 Components of a data feed
Consumer contract: Consumer contracts call functions on the proxy contract and retrieve
information from the aggregator contract.

Internal contract: Internal contracts are on-chain proxies that point to the aggregator for a
particular data feed. These internal contracts enable the underlying aggregator to be
upgraded without any service interruption to consuming contracts.

Aggregator contract: An aggregator is a contract that receives data from multiple data
sources and provides aggregated value on-chain. Consumers can retrieve the data and act
upon it within the same transaction.

4.2 Types of Data Feeds
Depending on the usage, data feeds can be classified as Price Feeds, Sports Feeds,

Proof of Reserve Feeds and there are many custom data feeds which solve a very specific
use case. Here are some of the data feeds available  and upcoming in the Plugin network.

Price Feeds:
● StableCoins pair: Plugin data feeds tracking stablecoins pairs.
● Cryptocurrencies - XDC pair : Tracking cryptocurrencies paired against XDC
● Cryptocurrencies - other pairs: Tracking cryptocurrencies paired against others.
● Foreign Exchanges: Plugin Data Feed tracking forex pairs.

Proof of Reserve Feeds: Track the price of the real world asset from various data feed
operators.

Custom Data Feeds: Plugin has developed a few custom data feeds for DApps developed
on the XDC network using Plugin Decentralized Oracle Network.

● Weather Forecast: Data feeds to get the weather data from different nodes.
● Carbon Offset(upcoming): Data feeds to get carbon emission data from nodes.
● Pollution Sensor(upcoming): Data feeds to get the air pollution level from nodes.

4.3 Setting up Data Feeds
XDC Network: Plugin has most of the standard data feeds available for use for building
DApps on XDC like real time index pair rates. Documentation with detailed steps on the
integration of data feeds can be found at https://feeds.goplugin.co.

Other Blockchain networks: Plugin has made it easier for developers in other blockchain
networks to just download Plugin’s data feeds as a NPM package and integrate it with a few
steps.

● Download NPM package from npmjs.com
● npm install Plugin-pricing-index-pair
● Choose the feed you want to access
● Fund #PLI (Oracle Fee)
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4.4 Advantages of Plugin Data Feeds
Highly Decentralized: Plugin has 3 tiered network pool composed of Validator,
Pre-processor and Standby warriors and the data feed is obtained from decentralized oracle
nodes.

Reliable Datasource Partner: Plugin has partnered with “TeejLab” - Ocean of API providers
for reliable datasource.

Implementation made easy: NPM package that you can access to consume NPM package
that can be installed to get the price feeds from Plugin network and the results can be used
in smart contracts built on other blockchain networks.

5. Plugin Ecosystem
Node Operators: Plugin network is built on independent node operators, making it a
decentralized Oracle technology. Plugin nodes have job specifications registered with each
node to execute jobs coordinated by the on-chain Oracle contracts. Plugin Improvement
Protocol(PLIP) allows users to onboard as node operators with minimum infrastructure and
start contributing to the network. Users with good technical knowledge and prescribed
infrastructure can be onboarded as validator nodes with approval from the governance
committee. The node operators are rewarded with the Plugin’s native tokens(PLI) for their
commitment in Plugin’s DON.

Data Sources: Plugin strongly encourages the data feed providers to actively participate
and constantly share trustable data. Plugin has a tie-up with a reliable API provider TeejLab
to securely transmit the data from data feed to the blockchain network. Node operators are
rewarded for the trustable data and any false data will be penalized through the ‘carrot and
stick’ method.

Off-Chain Computation: Plugin nodes not only provide data delivery capabilities but can
also perform trust-minimized off-chain computation such as generating verifiable
randomness, calculating insurance quotas, and more.

Data Aggregation: Plugin Oracle network is equipped to perform different forms of
aggregation depending on the data type such as taking the median, mean, mode, or any
other strategy to combine multiple data points into one. Plugin strength of nodes and data
from a variety of sources makes aggregation more effective and provides accurate and
aggregated feed to the customers.

Security Parameters: Security forms the most important aspect of the Plugin ecosystem. All
our nodes are safeguarded with a strong firewall. Service agreements are put in place for the
security requirements such as specifying the amount of collateral to be deposited by oracles,
length of service, uptime requirements, and other considerations for the node operators and
the users.
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6. Plugin Tokenomics
Plugin has started with robust tokenomics through controlled minting, incentives and

effective distribution of tokens. Plugin’s optimistic transformation and invention of new
features such as restaking, yield farming has strengthened our tokenomics and the below
table provides details on the initial allocation and current distribution of PLI tokens.

# Subject Description Token Allocation at
the time of launch

of Plugin

Token distribution
at present*

1 Ecosystems Adoption and
Development Rewards

40% 35.5%

2 Promoters and Founders 18% 18%

3 Advisors, Partnership, Market
Making & Exchange Listing etc

15% 13.3%

4 Community Placement 10% 10%

5 Contingency 10% 10%

6 Core Team Members and
Technology Ops

7% 1.08%

7 Inmarket Circulation 0% 12.12%

Total 100% 100%

* as on the date of publishing this whitepaper.

6.1 Proof of Reserve for Staking
Plugin’s proof of reserve for staking offers users an easy-to-use interface where node

operators and yield farmers can verify their stake. Given that the main objective of the
platform is to increase the community member’s "Trust" and "Transparency", the platform
enables members to check whether their PLI stakes are locked in smart contracts and that
there’s no entity or individual that has central control over the stake.
For users that stake their funds on Plugin---yield farmers or node operators---the funds will
be locked-in for a period of one year. Nonetheless, Plugin’s governance committee may
make some exceptions, allowing some users to remove their funds before the one-year
period elapses.
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6.2 Re-Staking
Re-staking is a concept of Plugin’s customer centric innovation which allows our

node members who have reached the maximum limit of staking PLI tokens, an option to
re-stake their PLI rewards/tokens and get more benefit from restaking pool. This automated
process allows the users to enable restaking by enabling a simple toggle button and earn
rewards for the restaked tokens. Restaked tokens will be locked for a year for the users to
get complete benefit of the accumulated rewards and to increase the value of our PLI
tokens.

7. Plugin Innovations
We always stay futuristic and try to bring out of the box innovations that not only

benefit us but the entire Web3 community. Listing down a few of the innovations that
simplified the process, reduced the development time and improved the quality of the
product.

7.1 Plugin Truffle Box
Plugin Crypto Adapter Truffle Box is a boilerplate, which allows users to bring oracle

service up & running in a few minutes. This template, by default pulls data from
cryptocompare.com and fetches information for index pairs that you are passing from Smart
Contract. Plugin’s truffle box can be very handy with the following activities

● Deploy consumer contract
● Deploy Oracle Contract
● Run Fulfillment
● Run Adapter
● Run approve PLI transfer
● Run PLI transfer to consumer contract
● Submit request for pricing

7.2 React-Solidity-XDC3 Web package
Blockchain developers and enthusiasts can understand the complexity of evaluating

which web3 packages/libraries is better to use to build an application. Though we have
ethers, xdc3 libraries, it is always a cumbersome process for a beginner when they want to
try out and bring their idea into reality. We have built a new npm package
"react-solidity-xdc3". A complete package, which takes care of connecting your client
application to smart contract in just a few lines of code.Using this package, you can write
data, query data, query events, convert price to wei, wei to price, xdcpay wallet integration &
many more.

Installation Steps

● npm install react-solidity-xdc3

● README has the details - https://www.npmjs.com/package/react-solidity-xdc3
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How does it work?

● Try this https://github.com/GoPlugin/dapp-react-solidity-xdc3 implementation sample

● Go through README.md file for step by step instructions on how to setup DApp
using react-solidity-xdc3

React-Solidity-XDC3 Web package performs the following tasks

Function and Description

Functions Descriptions

executeTransaction It calls the send Transaction and writes the
data onto Blockchain

queryData It queries the data from Blockchain for a
given function, you can read mapping
variable, view function, public variable using
this function

queryEvents It enables you to read event details by
passing block number

createWeb3Provider It connects web3 with chosen
wallet(metamask, Torus, WalletConnect)

createcontractInstance It enables you to create an instance for your
contract

Ethereumcontext It enables you to set up in main app.js and
read those in other components

showToasts It enables you to show toast message after
successful execution

showError It enables you to show error message when
there is a failure

log it enables you to print detailed log by
passing three parms

convertPriceToEth It enables you to convert price to Wei

convertPricefromEth It enables you to convert wei to actual price

upload It enables you to upload images to IPFS

checkCurrencyBalanceForUser It enables you to fetch balance for user

getTransactionReceiptMined In Progress

MetaTxn In progress

We are constantly updating this package to give complete functionalities required to build an
enterprise grade decentralized application.
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7.3 Accept XDC or XRC20 tokens as Payment method
We have created a package to accept XDC or XRC20 token as Payment method in

your website or web application in a few lines of code. With this package there is no need to
calculate any conversion of currencies, users can just pass an amount,payment method and
fiat currency and the package will perform the task for you. With this the users can easily
capture the return response for onSuccess, onFailure and onError functions.Currently this
package supports XDC and PLI tokens. Integration steps can be found in npmjs.com.

7.4 Connect XDCPay wallet with Web3Modal
A simple package for the easy integration of XDCpay with Web3Modal.so. This

package will solve the difficulties for the users in connecting the XDCPpay wallet with
Web3Modal. Along with the solution and simplified steps for implementation is also provided
for the users at npmjs.com

7.5 Automation of Data Feeds Set up
Plugin has developed an automation script for the validator nodes to set up the data

feeds quickly with abstracted complexity. The deployment of oracle and other contracts has
been handled using Hardhat and creation of Jobs and bridges is powered with the help of
shell scripts. This will reduce the efforts of setting up data feeds and this automation will
make the data feed available for the user in a short span of time.

8. Plugin Game changing DApps
Plugin’s Decentralized oracle networks has opened the capability to build a wide

range of applications on XDC and other blockchain networks and we have built some
exciting Decentralized applications using Plugin’s data feeds and adaptors.

8.1 Plugin Weather Forecast Node
A decentralized application, built on XDC Network to get real-time weather data. With

the advent of evidence of climatic change, it is extremely important to have precise weather
forecasting for every industry to make insightful decisions.Plugin Weather Forecast Node
built on XDC Network brings the data from various regions across the globe at granular
level.Through efficient data processing from various units across the globe, the data lake
that was built by Plugin in a decentralized world will witness a new economy in the
future.Plugin Weather Forecast Node built on XDC Network brings the data from various
regions across the globe at granular level.

8.2 Plugin Crop Loss Compensation
Plugin opens up diverse modern technical-oriented services to the agriculture sector

across the globe with Plugin Crop loss compensation. Although agriculture plays a
significant role in fostering wealth across the globe; changes in weather patterns,
unexpected production cycles, a lack of actionable weather knowledge, and insufficient
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mechanisms designed to offset negative consequences throughout the entire agriculture
supply chain are just a few of the particular difficulties facing today’s agriculture sector.

With climate change introducing weather uncertainties, there’s a need for real-time
weather data to help validate and verify damages for crop loss compensation. With the near
real-time data to verify whether any specific weather conditions were experienced, causing
specified problems, Crop loss compensation project ensures automated compensation to
affected farmers, guaranteeing continuity in agriculture.

8.3 Plugin Real time air pollution tracking
Plugin Real Time Air Pollution Tracking (RTAPT) is a blockchain-enabled use case

that allows air pollution tracking and tracing in real-time. The project aims to collect real-time
data on air pollution, helping users with air pollution-related health issues or allergies make
appropriate decisions. Plugin's (RTAPT) use case holds a lead position in helping track air
pollution in real-time using data feeds from authoritative off-chain sources.

8.4 Plugin Flight Delay Compensation
Plugin Flight Delay Compensation, an innovative Blockchain-powered DApp would bring
positive impact in the aviation industry globally. With Plugin’s Flight delay compensation
DApp, travelers can purchase and register for the coverage. Flight schedule and delays are
tracked through data feeds and If a flight is delayed due to some unforeseen conditions, the
compensation amount will be settled in the user wallet automatically.

8.5 Plugin Emergency Care Connect
Built on XDC Network, Plugin ECA will play a critical role in assisting doctors and

healthcare institutions in analyzing a patient’s profile and providing suitable treatment.
Blockchain can transform the way a patient’s electronic health records are stored and
shared. It can provide a safer, more transparent, and traceable underpinning system for
health information exchange.The patient will have complete control over their data and will
decide, whom to share and revoke the access. The caregiver would be able to grant access
to patient data, during an emergency period. This will definitely enable a seamless and
secure way of storing health records in blockchain and retrieving them when needed.

8.6 Plugin’s XDC Eco Drive
Built on XDC Network, Plugin’s Eco drive encourages road transport users to drive in

eco mode and earn actively tradable crypto tokens for reduction of carbon emission. Studies
show that Eco-driving has reduced vehicles’ fuel consumption and greenhouse gas (ghg)
emissions by an average of 5.5%. This project will use an IoT based OBD sensor to read the
carbon reduction using Eco mode of driving from the user's vehicle and reward him with a
NFT token (Carbon Reduction Token - CRT) for every 100 KG of CO2 saved. Plugin also
brings in corporations who want to invest in Carbon offsetting projects to buy the CRT tokens
available for sale using XDC or PLI tokens. Eco drive will connect the general public and
corporations to join hands and reduce carbon emission from the road transport sector.
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Conclusion
While Plugin’s original whitepaper has set a benchmark in providing a secure and

scalable Decentralized oracle network, whitepaper 2.0 has set forth a vision to go further and
provide a broader range of services to smart contracts, utilize Decentralized oracle to
provide curated applications for various industries and continue building innovative products
in Defi space. Plugin Improvement Protocol(PLIP) and segregation of node operators will
help us to operate on a higher scale of performance with minimal infrastructure requirement.
PLIP architecture will steadily increase the flow of data and our partnerships with reliable API
providers helps in safe and secure transportation of data between off-chain and on-chain
work. Restaking functionality is another important milestone for Plugin which offers flexibility
to our members in terms of staking and earning more rewards while we continue to build a
strong and safe tokenomics. Our community members and the ecosystem partners stand as
a pillar of support for us in achieving our milestones and we are committed to bring more
partnership and collaboration to strengthen the network and implement more ideas in the
Decentralized oracle network. We are excited about our next steps towards the futuristic
vision and improved utilization of Plugin's decentralized oracle network in DeFi, healthcare,
agriculture, environmental initiatives and become the goto partner for oracle services in the
XDC network. We stay transparent in our goals and our progress towards the set goals.
Plugin’s goals and aspiring DApps are already captured and shared in our roadmap
published on our website.
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